Abstract: With reference to electromagnetic interaction and Abdus Salam's strong (nuclear) gravity, 1) Square root of 'reciprocal' of the strong coupling constant can be considered as the strength of nuclear elementary charge. 2) 'Reciprocal' of the strong coupling constant can be considered as the maximum strength of nuclear binding energy. 3) In deuteron, strength of nuclear binding energy is around unity and there exists no strong interaction in between neutron and proton. 
Introduction
Low energy nuclear scientists assume 'strong interaction' as a strange nuclear interaction associated with binding of protons and neutrons. High-energy nuclear scientists consider nucleons as composite states of quarks and try to understand the nature and strength of strong interaction [1] at sub nuclear level. Very unfortunate thing is that, strong interaction is mostly hidden at low energy scales in the form of 'residual nuclear force'. At this juncture, one important question to be answered and reviewed at the basic level is: How to understand nuclear interactions in terms of sub nuclear interactions? Unfortunately, the famous nuclear models like, Liquid drop model and Fermi's gas model [2] [3] [4] [5] are lagging in answering this question. To find a way, we would like to suggest that, by considering 'square root' of reciprocal of the strong coupling constant'
as an index of strength of nuclear elementary charge, nuclear binding energy and nuclear stability can be understood. In this direction, we have developed interesting concepts and produced many semi empirical relations [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Even though it is in its budding stage, our model seems to be simple and realistic compared to the new integrated model proposed by N. Ghahramany et al [13, 14] . It needs further study at a fundamental level. 
About Strong (nuclear) gravity

About quantum chromo dynamics (QCD)
The modern theory of strong interaction is quantum chromo dynamics (QCD) [21] . It explores baryons and mesons in broad view with 6 quarks and 8
gluons. According to QCD, the four important properties of strong interaction are: 1) color charge; 2) confinement; 3) asymptotic freedom [22] ; 4) shortrange nature (<10 -15 m). Color charge is assumed to be responsible for the strong force to act on quarks via the force carrying agent, gluon. Experimentally it is well established that, strength of strong force depends on the energy through the interaction or the distance between particles. At lower energies or longer distances: a) color charge strength increases; b) strong force becomes 'stronger'; c) nucleons can be considered as fundamental nuclear particles and quarks seem to be strongly bound within the nucleons leading to 'Quark confinement'. At high energies or short distances: a) color charge strength decreases; b) strong force gets 'weaker'; 3) colliding protons generate 'scattered free quarks leading to 'Quark Asymptotic freedom'. Based on these points, low energy nuclear scientists assume 'strong interaction' as a strange nuclear interaction associated with binding of nucleons. High-energy nuclear scientists consider nucleons as composite states of quarks and try to understand the nature and strength of strong interaction at sub nuclear level.
About the semi empirical mass formula
Let A be the total number of nucleons, Z the number of protons and N the number of neutrons. According to the semi-empirical mass formula [2, 3, 4] , nuclear binding energy: B A Maximizing   / B A A with respect to A gives the nucleus which is most strongly bound or most stable.
Three simple assumptions
With reference to our recent paper publications and conference proceedings [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] , we propose the following three assumptions.
1) Nuclear gravitational constant is very large in
such a way that,
2) Strong coupling constant can be expressed with,
3) There exists a strong elementary charge in such a way that,
Note: Considering the relativistic mass of proton, it is possible to show that,
where v can be considered as the speed of proton. Qualitatively, at higher energies, strength of strong interaction seems to decrease with speed of proton. 
New concepts and semi empirical relations
We would like to suggest that, 1) Fine structure ratio can be addressed with, 
Root mean square nuclear charge radii [33] can be addressed with, 
To fit neutron-proton mass difference
Neutron-proton mass difference can be understood with:
To fit neutron life time
Neutron life time n t can be understood with the following relation: 
This can be compared with recommended value [1] of the neutron life time,   
Nuclear binding energy at stable mass numbers
Interesting points to be noted are:
1. With reference to electromagnetic interaction, and based on proton number,   
See 
It needs further study with reference to unstable nuclides . See 
where,
Understanding nuclear binding energy of Deuteron
If it is assumed that, there exists no strong interaction in between proton and neutron, nuclear binding of deuteron can be expressed as,   
This can be compared with the experimental value of 2.225 MeV.
Understanding nuclear binding energy with two terms (close to stable mass numbers)
Based on the new integrated model proposed by N. Ghahramany et al [13, 14] ,
where,   Adjusting coefficient  (90 to 100).
Readers are encouraged to see references there in [13, 14] for derivation part. Point to be noted is that, close to the beta stability line, 
Second term helps in decreasing the binding energy and can be considered as, 
See the following figure 1. Dotted red curve plotted with relations (8) and (21) can be compared with the green curve plotted with the standard semi empirical mass formula (SEMF). 
where F G is the Fermi's weak coupling constant [1, 19] and Characteristic electroweak length. 
Recommended value of 62 3
1.43586 10 J.m . (23) and (24) seem to play a key role in understanding the basics of final unification and needs further study.
To fix the magnitude of Newtonian Gravitational constant
With reference to Planck scale and considering the following semi empirical relation, magnitude of the Newtonian gravitational constant   N G can be fitted [23, 34] .
Based on relations (22) 
where
Compton wavelength of electron. 
Based on relation (27), 
Based on above relations, strong interaction range can be understood with the following relation.
It seems interesting to infer that, a) Even though our approach to nuclear physics seems to be speculative, proposed assumptions show a wide range of applications embedded with in-depth physical meaning connected with low energy nuclear physics and high energy nuclear physics. With reference to the famous semi empirical mass formula having 5 different energy terms and 5 different energy coefficients, qualitatively and quantitatively, our proposed relations (8) , (10) and (21) are very simple to follow and a special study seems to be required for understanding the binding energy of isotopes above and below the stability line. We are working in this direction.
With further research, current nuclear models and strong interaction concepts can be studied in a unified manner with respect to strong nuclear gravity. Finally, value of the Newtonian gravitational constant can be estimated with nuclear elementary physical constants. 
